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SEIH-AMIUAL TECHNICAL REPORT 

THE SOURCES AND PROCESSES CF INTERNATIONAL BEHAVIOR 

This report covers the period August 1,  197^ through March 1,  1975 

Forward 

This report constitutes the first technical report of the International 
Behavior Analysis (IBA) Project, which is designed to produce comparative 
and empirical generalizations about how, when, and why nations are likely 
to act, react, and (therefore) interact within the international system. 
The analysis of three distinct kinds of behavior fall within the scope of 
the IBA Project.    First, the project is interested in discovering the sources 
of national action.   When nations decide to act externally they do so in 
response to certain domestic and/or foreign stimuli.    Accordingly, it is 
possible to identify three domestic (or intema) and two foreign (or 
external) stimuli:    (l) psychological;   (2) political;  (3) societal; 
(U) interstate; and (fj global systemic.    These stimuli represent collections— 
or components—of factors which may lead a nation to take a specific external 
action.    They are elaborated upon with section IV-A of this report. 

The second kind of behavior which falls within the purview of the IBA 
Project concerns the processes surrounding intiative decision-making.    After 
a set of conditions give rise to a decision occasion, that is, after certain 
stimuli function as the source(s) of action, a nation must decide how to 
respond to the stimuli.   Who is involved9    What agencies and institutions 
are to assume important (decision-making) roles'    How are interstate and 
global systemic conditions perceived by the decision-makers?    Such questions 
represent but a sampling of those relevant to the conduct of initiative pro- 
cess analysis. 

When a nation decides to initiate an action it responds to a set of 
stimuli essentially unrelated to the direct actions of other states. Be- 
havior of a different nature is thus associated with the processes of res- 
ponsive decision-making which occur when a nation is acted upon, that is, 
when, for example, nation A directs an action at nation B. The decision- 
making processes which occur within nation B illustrate the third kind of 
behavior with which the IBA Pronect is concerned. 

In addition to explaining and predicting the sources and processes of 
international-foreign policy behavior, the project hopes to specify the con- 
ditions under which certain nations might initiate or respond to certain 
events.    Consequently, it has been necessary for the Project to provide 
the means by which nations and events may be classified.    Two classificatory 
schemes—elaborated upon in sections IV-B and C—have thus been developed. 

/I 
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Indeed, all of the above has been incorporated within a single analytical 
fraraevork.    Since the construction of this fracaework represents the priroary 
task of the present contract year, the following sections will attempt to 
elaborate upon its important elements, as well as upon the analytical 
irapeti which affected the process of its construction. 
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After more than a decaie of scientific scrutiny,  foreign policy phe- 

BCMMIM have remained embarrassingly mysterious.    As two inventories of 

"findings" have recently illustrated, foreign policy analysts have only 

succeeded in amassing a disjointed collection of queries  (Jones and Singer, 

1972; McGowan and Shapiro,  1973).    While many scholars might retort with a 

defensive roference to the      young science'  of foreign policy, we pref-.r to 

trace the pouoity of reliable foreign policy knowledge to some vpry basic— 

and corrigible—concentual failures.      Accordinrly, we propose tn ucal with 

two related sets of problens.    First, we propose to doal with the issues 

associated with the identificetion of a functional scope of innuiry, and, 

secondly, with those  surrounding the conversion of a cor.ceptuaLUed scope 

into an overarching analytical frpwework.    Uhile what follows is by no means 

preferred as n conceptual panacea,  it !'• intencled to illuminate and correct 

two of the failures which have contributed to the present state of the field. 

I.     TIE NECESSITY OF A FUNCTIONAL 
GC0E3 OF INCUIRY 

The first step toward the px^oduction end cumulation of reliable 

knov/ledge is taken by the analyst who specifics a general area into which 

to delve.    Essentially, this amounts to a selection of subject matter,  or, 

more properly, a field  of inquiry.    If the area is without well-dcf.'.ned 

research boundaries—as is often the case in the social sciences, then the 

analyst must attempt to locate such bouniaries or face the unhappy prospect 

-   ■ -   ——■——-        -    —^.■^..—^ ^^  ,        
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of producing disparate and noncumulative knOTLedge.    The necessity for 

identifying a clearly demarcated scope of inquiry is thus   self-evident. 

VJithout it we do not have    any very reliable classificatory or mapping system 

by which to tell what torrain is being covered or left unexplored"  (Van Dyke, 

19C6, p.  1), or the blueprint according to which an analytical framework 

might be cou^tructed.    James R, Rosenau (1963) attaches even greater impor- 

tance to the issues associated with the identification of a functional scope 

of inquiry.    Indeel, according to Rosenau, a field simply cannot exist with- 

out 5.ts cwn subject matter; 

In th- absence of a sublet matter with an internal cchsrence of 
its o..".i,  .   .   ., researchers can never be sure whether in fact they 
ure engaging in a common erterorise.    Lnfler such cir.:umstar.?^s, taey 
may actually be working on highly diverse prcblems that »haw only 
the labels that are attached to thetr.    Wh»t is regarled as  -The 
field'  may be no mere than a composite of several different enter- 
prises that overlap in some resects but that have distinctive 
subject natters, viewpoints, and propositions of their own (19ou, 

p.  310).i 

II.    TIE FUNCTIONAL SCOPE OF FOEiGN 
POLICY INQUIRY 

Given the universal function of a well-defined scoL:e of inquiry, foreign 

policy analysts should attempt to specify the precise boundaries of their 

field.    Unfortunately, only a few have undertaken such a tar.k and there is 

2 
thus very little f"MB which we might build. 

A comfortable vantage point from which we might be-in concerns the 

delineation of levels of analysis.    As stated elsewhere in greater detail 

(Andriole, 197^),  levels of analysis refer to the general areas on and 

from which c-xtain beaaviors normally occur.    Thus far, five  two dimen- 

sional (causal and effectual)  levels have been identified.    They are, in 

ascending order, the individual, group,  state, inter- and/er multi-state, 

_* ■'— ■ ■■- —*>■-- "■ 
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and global sysfcetnic levels of analysis, and may be viewed as representing 

the universe of causal and effectual analytical areas.    Foreign policy 

bshavior normally occurs on effectual levels three and four and results 

from factors or conditions arising from the five causal levels of analysis. 

Figure 1 thus illustrates the effectual levels on which foreign policy 

behavior normally occurs as voll as the nature of comprehensive foreign 

policy analysis.    In addition. Figure 1 provides the conceptual bases upon 

wlich the iield's i^ope of ioctärymay be built. 

(XKBBS FIGURE 1 HEEE) 

As the figure indicates,   foreign policy behavior noriially occurs on 

the state and intorbtate levels of analysis.    With reference to the func- 

tional scone of foreign policy, these  levels suggest behavior of two general 

natures.    The iirob kind of behavior refers to that which results from the 

impact of certuin internal and/or external stimuli.    Such behavior suggests 

the neod to conduct inquiry into what may proporly be ccjoeptualiLeÄ as the 

sources of foreign policy.    After a state decides to respond to a sec of 

stimuli,  its decision-making machinery is set into gear.    This occurs when 

a state is initiating a foreign policy as well as when it is reacting to the 

foreign policy of another sovereign entity.    Such behrvior thus suggests the 

need tor the conduct of inquiry into what may properly be conceptualized 

as initiative Ad responsive decision-making.    The scope of foreign policy 

thus requires analysts to conduct incuiry into the sources and processes of 

decision-making.    In addition, the field requires foreign policy analysts 

to conduct their source and process analyses with reference to th3 differ- 

ences which e::ist among states and foreign polic^-6'"3« 

^___-_- — M^MMMiaaMB 
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Ill,    TFE UTILITY OF ANALYTICAL 
PAMBTORI CONSTRUCTIOlN^ 

The spacificaticn of such precise research boundaries should enable 

foreign policy analysts to conceptualize the behavior they wish to scruti- 

nize without much diffioui!;y.    On the other hand, there is always the danger 

that scholars will r-ndoraly   ^examine:., foreign policy phenomsna without 

regard to an overarching scope of inquiry.    In an effort to prevent such 

random research activity and insure t'dt cumulation of reliable foreign 

policy knowledgi, we  thus propose the construction and application of o,n 

analytical Iramework rhose features may be traced directly to the designated 

•ftOf* of inquiry. 

Social scientists ere by no means unfamiliar with such a strategy. 

By the very nature of their work, they must employ analytical strategies 

which are inferior to thost employed by physical scientists.    Since the 

under-tanding cT human behavior is the primary object of their investigation, 

contemporary social scientists are not in a potitios tc en-y-ge in controlled 

experimentation.    Instead, they must rely primarily upon the systeraati.: 

analysis of past events.    Social scjertists are seldom in a position to 

generate comprehensive explanations of human behavior without the «id of 

such a strategy.    Thus, vhethtr thov inductively construct hypotMses of 

human behavior, or extract them from detailed isomorphisms, contemporary 

social scientists must    rely upon a much less precise portrayal of the process 

of cauae-and-el'fect than their counterparts in the physical sciences.    Indeed, 

since thuir conception of cause and effect is a restively obecu^e one, 

many social sciei.öists have been forced to organize their analyses rround 

the conshructinn of analytical models, or frameworks.3   When properly 

 —^-~-*-—  ._  ..           ■"-" —— 
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constructed,  such fratoeworks serve to structure the (a priori)  relationship 

between cause and elTect.    Moreover, well constructed analytical frameworks 

enable political analysts to extract specific hypotheses with a minimal 

degree of difficulty.    Ciusal and effectual modifications are also easily 

assimilated into well conötruited  (flexible) analytical frameworks.    For 

all such reasons is the construction and impleijentaticn of an analytical 

frarcework suggested as a viable strategy for the production and cumulation 

of reliable  knowledge. 

As stated,  analytical framework construction should descend from a 

designated scope of inquiry.    Conceptually, such a designaticn will suggest 

all of the causal and effectual levels of analysis from which all of the 

knoun units of analysis may be designated (see Figure l).    Initially, 

framework architects should be concerned with the comprehensive and coherent 

portrayal of their causal and effectual,  or inc'ependent and dependent, vari- 

ables.    Secona, the ideal framswoikought to arrange and -^parate those .variables 

which are analytically and conceptually interrelated into ccheront clusters. 

Such a division will be an invaluable strategy for organizing, extracting, 

and testing hypotheses around similar or competing independent variable 

clusters.    Third, if the subject matter and specific object of .r:rplanation 

so require,  'intervening variablss''  must be acknowledged.'    Often  visible 

within contemporary social scientific explanatory analyses,  intervening 

variables are those which exert an intervonirs or modifying impact upon the 

causal-effectual process in question.    Indeed, the arbitrary exclusion of 

intervening variables may result in the production of severely distorted 
i 

knowledge.      The fourth step in the construction of a truly viable analy- 

tical framework involves a conscious coordination between the chosen method 

it   -iJWi ii Jlfi 
■   --  ■  - .L» -   ^IBlll«!  I    l 
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of inquiry and the actual delineation of the units of analysis  (which arise 

from tho analyticl levels).    If such a coordination is even slightly nr.glected, 

then hypotheses would be difficult to extract and almost impossible  to 

test.    In short, the ideal analytical framework must not only be conore- 

hensive and flexible, but it must be operationalizable as well. 

IV.     FOmCN POLICY ANALYTICAL 
FRAMEWORK CONSTRUCTION 

Foreign policy analysts have for some tiM engaged in the construction 

of analytical frameworks.    Howe^r, they have seldom dene so in conjunction 

with a carefully mapped scope of inquiry, or on the basis of any pre- 

conceived analytical criteria.    As t result,  it is possible to nlnroint 

the deficiencies within virtually all of them (Welch and Triska, 1971; 

Andricle ct al», 1975). 

The task tut hand thus requires the constiucticn ttf      franeworL designed 

in such a -'ay that it mi^ht easily ueooootftfc« both lOlUM and ptoob»» 

analyses-that is, inquiry into the entir3 BOqpt of foreign policy behavior.' 

Accordingly, a great many variables specifically related to both the  sources 

and pro-^sses of foreign policy behavior need to be specified,    f.ource 

variables, that is.  those wh'ch ...ay be conceptuaj i7.ed as the "cruses"'  or 

deter-'.nanbG of  (external) foreign policy behavior, must be conceptualized 

as internal or external.      xforeover, they should be clustered into variable 

sets, or components, which may be regarded as vertically arranrcd,flexible 

sets of variables of the sar/s class. 

«MM who choose to engage in the analysis at the processes by which 

foreign policy derisions are made and implemented also need to cluster the 

         ^^mtmitMUmUtämi^l 
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relevant variables into components.    Indeed, the very same internal and 

external conponents «hieb BigM be utilised to describe, explain, and predict 

how states are likely to respond to certain internal and/or external condi- 

tions, may ftUo be conct.ptuali?ed aa the objects of description, explanation, 

and prediction for those who are interested in conducting process analysis. 

Stated sotnevaat differently, the variables (ccenponents) vhich are concept'.a- 

li-ed as independent  (or causal) by those who engage in source analysis may 

also je c^oentualised as dependent by tfco«« vho tn&tß in process or deci- 

sion-racking analysis. 

Additinnolly, whether ending in sourco  or process analysis, foreign 

policy analysts nnst attest to describe, explain, and predict behavior 

with reference to the differences vbieh exist uaOBS «tat*« and foreign 

nolicies.    While analysts hr.ve attemntea to account for such differtnees 

through the application of a variety of analytical strctegios, «• propose 

the utilization of two multi-oimensional classifi-atory .xhetißs.    'When taken 

together, the schemes and the source/prccesj variable cjinpcnsnts constitute 

our c.nalytical frame\!orh, which appears belo" u;: Figure 2. 

(MBf FIGUIIE 2 mm) 

As t!n fig'iic;  indicates, tha framework is ao all titres comprired of 

three  (iueiependeue,  intervening and dependent)  sots of •■ariable-..    As is 

also evident, tin fir* source/process -.ariablc components are derived from 

the five levels  of  analysis *see Figure•:!)...   But  rcrivr^ BttV Ig^artMltly, the 

figure illustrair^s hov. a single analytical f .■atro.;ork can accommodate both 

source and prOCOM analyses by sitfiply reversinc the postulated a.asal chain 

and holuing iha  irt°.x-vening variable clustor constant. 

MMM KOLulAttfUdAihafaMMB mam^^a^mkm^ 
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A.    CONQSPTUALIZING THE VARIABLE ttBI0 (S^lDHBiai. 
POLICY ANALYSIS:     TOTAm) THE 

DELINEATION OF SCXJRCE- 
PROCESS CCM'ONEWTS 

Since antiquity scholars have recognized that an acoor's foreign policy 

actions and reactions are  linked to a complex cluster of internal and ex- 

ternal factors.    Wore recently, social scientists have attempted to con- 

struct framevorks which have yielded an array of variable areas for the 

cotaperativD analysis of foreign policy behavior.    But even the most potentially 

comprehensive frameworks—including those developed by Rosenau (1966) and 

Brecher, Steinberg, and Stein (1969)--have not dalineatea all of the signi- 

ficant variables or variable areas. 

Components repre^mt an exhaustive collection of variable areas for 

foreign policy analysis.    'Jithin each component are factors whioh are similar 

in nature.    Specifically, i'.ive social scientific lev^la of analyst constitute 

the source 01  five distinct cociponents, which ha^e beer  labelled psycl ological, 

6 
political,  societal,  interstate, a id global. 

Comprehensive foreign policy analysis requires an exhaustive rpeci- 

fication of the univnrse of potentially relevant  variables.    Extensive empiri- 

cal research ^n foreign policy has accrued in the past deca.is; but the volumi- 

nous literature renains rGorett.ibly uneven.    Foreign policy scholars ham 

'■zeroed in    on one, two,  or even all five of the variable domains without 

even attempting to specify the parameters and contents of each variabl* 

cluster.    The inevitable result has been the presentation of partial aad ad 

hoc lists of variebies within general categories.    Unfortunately, compre- 

hensiveness cannot be achicjd in a post hoc fashion; the exhaustive speci- 

fication of variables and variable areas should precede1 data collection and 

analysis. 

 .-. —_^^^*^i— _ 



The inclusion of five components which are derived frou the five 

basic levels of analysis guarantees that no major type of factor will be 

arbitrarily excluded.    As empirical research progresses,  it may be possible 

to delete one or more of the components.    Obviously, the addition or deletion 

of variables within components can also be easily effected.  Parsimony is 

therefore not neglected; but it is crucial at the  outset to delineate com- 

prehensively all potentially significant types of variables.    The necessary 

pruning operation can be accomplished through subsequent research and theore- 

tical refinement.    The framework thus facilitates the systematic consider- 

ation of the  "universe"  of conceivable internal and external variables and 

simultaneously permits flexibility in actual research. 

The causal and effectual relevance of the components can be highlighted 

within the context of a discussion of foreign policy source and process 

analysis.    As noted earlier,  sources of foreign policy behavior concern 

generalizations about causal forces or determinants of behavior.    A set of 

independent variables-the five components-is used to explain the dependent 

variables-external foreign policy.    Differences among states constitute 

an intervening variable cluster.    In both theory and empirical research, 

a frequent focus of inquiry has been the nexus between domestic turmoil 

or conflict and foreign conflict behavior.    An internal predictor variable 

from one component has thus been posited to be a source of one type of 

external or interstate behavior.    The psychodynamics and preccptions of 

political elites, bureaucratic interaction and conflict, macs and/or atten- 

tive public opinion, ana alliance aggregation are among the panoply of factors 

from different components which could be direct and indirect sou-ces of 

foreign policy. •   ' 

\ 
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Research on the foreign policy process concerns the ad hoc and formal 

decisicnal units vfhich r3spoad to an external stimulus.    Prorsss analysts 

reverse the postulated sequence, conceptualizing the independent variables as 

dep'.ndeat and , jjitiug the external jvcut as the ladapradent variable.    An 

isput from another polity becomes the determinant of a state's reaction, 

varying exte, aal events can affect the rankings of the components ;,hich exert 

impact during the process of formulating a response to the incoming stim*.'" 

ül;u-n. ,    CcWndinc 03 the nature of the policy and str1:«, for example, bureau- 

cratic variables can be expected to become more or less significant as in- 

fluences on a state's reaction ♦to an external^timu^u3. 

Tho eventual goal of inquiry is the ranking of variaoles vji''i ■. com- 

ponents and tha determination of the- relative causal and effect-al explanatory 

pover of each component in the contexts of varying typtl of states and 

foreign policies.    Ueinctein  (1972, p.  357) mainains that the variable area 

approach in foreign policy analysis is insufficieuo becaa.ie rankii^s lack 

explanatory depth.    The key question, he asserts,  is the nature of inter- 

relationships.    But the component approach can be employed to deternxne hov? 

variables affect each other-  causal ccafigurations can be elucidated after 

the components have bren rankecl. 

1.     The Psychological Component 

The individual or psychological component highljghts the potential role 

of the individual acbor in foreign policy.    Change in leadership, for example, 

presumably affects foreign policy outputs and responsos  (Rosen,  197l0. 

Biological factors can also be subsumed under this category (siegele, 1973). 

But most research at this level of analysis concerns psychological influences 

on foreign policy. 

-—--- ■  ■um  i'finr- •■ ■  L ..     ■    ^ .....Al..    J.     ..^      .      ., ^, 



UM interfere between psychology and foreign policy analysis has attracted 

Bporadid attencion i'roru resc-arcbers.    jut tliSoreticul p.nd taethofiülr^ical 

.ii-suce and obstacles bf:ve proliferated oince the siuplistic rudi'ctionist 

research and r.t>ecuIatio;: of past evades.    Students of foreign policy would 

iv^clM; concur that tha psychological variable domain is th-i most elurivo 

and lea<5t aii.cjnc.ble to syste^tic analysir. of al]  categorien ci fnchors la 

foreign policy enalysis.    rr.ychological or "idJosyncrF.tic" variables were 

ircoi-nralü«! into t-he RbMMta ann B^-cher franeworks. hut in ncithov rase 

w^xc all   •:c)-.v^.-L   iridi-.''.^.a1-leve.'. fu^MI coasideied. 

The fnnflamerntai problem r--icerrs the rslcvaaot ot tie pjyr.hclogical 

orapcrent for source end process arrlysjs.    ]r. this eyttt Q c£ %»r .•"Mco 

fimpl" superfluous?'    At the  foreign poliny bcfawioi   levt'. at . nrlysis—wh:ch 

If the dependent variable for source -nalysio lad %ii» independe; b vr.rlable 

for piocess aiia'-i öis—depth-psychological intr--in^.ivi-lual ttcUtn csnnot be 

disadssed.    Axiective end distorting characteris..^,i ox  fnUMH btb&viOS can 

impinge on UM  process of policy fonttlAtlca]  i.i .'etion-  - or noirrailcrai 

factors sometises influunce the starch fcr,  f:oir;ction, and use of dato 

(Costello,  1970,  p.  ^l)«    Bvdtk ncnrabional infliu-nces can be operative «ten 

a flake ^en^rHtr.s or reacts to stimuli.    Other types of indivi v al-level 

vuriabla." ■ nlorbce'-'^y Mfrfe eve . uore impact,    lor exanplo, it hff been 

hypotv-es.üecl that tiie belli Is of teelfian-BSJcsn account for r.jre variance 

than any obher «ingle factor  (Bonhim lod Shapiro,  1973,  P.   W« 

Four "levels"  of analysis can be isolated within the psychological 

component.    Th« flrft can be  referred to as  oho area of ps.ychociyui.mic 

causality.    Personality traibs—conceive-.: as sir.^ln factors or r,a clusters 

of per.oaai c hart;.-: c'jristicb--comprise the cecond level of inqnirv-.    Belief 

systems analysis constitutes the third v^rinble area.    Perceptions, infor- 

   .   . ..._ 
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nation processing, and other factors which intervene betwsen events in the 

real world and th« decicion-taaksr's belief system represent the fourth and 

nrst nroximate level.    Figure 3 atterapts to elucidate the interrelationships 

of these psychological variable areas. 

UM domain of psychodynanic causality is the most remote  level of psy- 

chological iüquiry.    Uhilo repressed conflicts and other deptli-psycholog.'.cal 

phenomena may not account for an event per se,  such influences can affect 

tbn style ox- mode cf response.    Civsn the realities of politics and ideology, 

the conflict between Uoodrou Wilson and Senator Henry Cabot Lodge over 

the Tjeague of Nations vr.s undovhtsdly "inevit^bls."    But Uiljon's inner 

conflicts and personality n'i3ds shaped his uniquely rigid style ndf  -esponse 

and thereby tnnsfdnMd a serious pcrtisan clash r'nto a b.'.tter and ulti- 

mately insoluble personal conflict  (George and George,  l^iU).    Idiosyncratic 

or actor-speciJic dispositions are thus potentially si^nificant--ao least 

for top level elites who confront the fewest constraints from rola and struc- 

tural parair.sters—but apply more to the qualitative ftertttlM of a Ciocision 

than to the actual content (Kelman and Bloom,  1973»  p. 271). 

Personality traits  or dispor.itions represent ^he "interr.cdiate concepts1, 

level cf analysis.    Such characteristics as nationalism, belief in internal 

control ever cv=utc,  cognitive c.mplexity, and dogmatism can influence policy 

outputs (uermaun,  197J ).    An interesting effort has been made to identify 

fundamental personality dimensions and formulate predictive hypotheses about 

probable decision-maker actions and reactions  (D'Auiato, 19^7). 

Research on belief systems entails the ehtrtiag of an individual decision- 

maker's (or a decisional unix-'s) ccpnitive framework.    A belief system is 

comprisad of the actor's set of attitudes, beliefs,  and values, a collection 

of phenonena which is organized into interrelated subsystems  (Rokeach, 1963, 

*^^^^^^ __^^_^^»M^„.......  __.,.   . 
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1-97J).    Oper.v.,:i.onGlibation of bh« ccilaf ay.z^m. variablo ^.rca vilj. involve 

c-.at^nt rinalys-jr. vhioh -.ill b« desienod to yield bel'.af, a^tltotei  oad value 

subsycten prolilos for fortisn policy elites.' 

?he fourth level of inquixy involves a steep ascent itCU the do—iu of 

pft^ftbodytjaalea ur/1 inciucos ''surface pbMKMUM" such as cognitions and percen- 

iloos*    Bn«epblaiU have tmsomMy been the focus of acrutiriy in j sycholo- 

Sical rtMtxefa on foreigr. policy deciGion-i.a!-£rs (KoGOMtta and Shapiro,  1973, 

pp.  5}'~C0' T'lnnes,  IQT^). Reproduced  from 
best available  copy. 

As Figarz 3 indicateo, egc-del'onsivc and other pGychodvTamic forces 

are lelated to personalitj  traitr; or dinpositi^n^.    X'hGM traics ir teract 

viuh such Moeiologlcal I'Miuri as cUbcultuntl icariäng uf uocnu b^ ''hapa 

the aecisioa-nuvUer'L belief lyitt»«    Such porsonaliti' disrr.aiti ^ns ai psy- 

c'-olc'jicai rigidity, authoriu^rianioia, and ^iw.vic r.iay '.^e  precursors of ao 

leasj r,OT.e ftttittl-'!« and belief cop.ponents of a '.^lieJ   systw (^'Clor-lcy, 

I9t.7j.    The ballttf iysttu pur ce oonaicta of atti^ üc a: ' beli«f •uau«yii«Bi 

(affective diepcaitiens,  coG,nitivr-probabiii-.i:ic fXOfOai.ti.OMt a.idb^liavioral 

praricnositions) and a temporally prior nA en „ally  pi-inordial valu«, auc- 

sys+sm.    VaLie naklBgs an^ oreferonc^s;. whlofa strjeture attibu-'ics and beliefs, 

flar fr.i. basic personality needs.    Thesa neoaa are iribert\.'ijKd   --.th psyeno- 

dyntldef c'llr,. persoriD,''.itu' t: „its.    rjccision oeoatioos—Vaiob can hr. attributeu 

to domocti;  and/or external inputs—are perceived by the actor or elite unit 

and filtered tbTOQgh the  oelief bysie.'..    -he fOMigD policy decision to act 

or rcacL, the final link in the chain, is a function of the '..eli^f syütem/. s y 

and pertinent variables fron other components. 

It is obvious that  ohe pMta&ted öete:.".inative  mlttlOttthiri ";^tveen 

"aggressive    01  "parai'OicV   leaders and foreign colics'- behavior--and other 

■ IIMHIII   • 
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einplistic inferential leaps which eventuallj' discrecited tht "interstate 

political psycholocy"  of previous decades—assigned to somu psychic pteMMW 

en exa-gerated role as source and process variables.    But the impact of elite 

belief syster-. and perceptions cannüt be neglected.    Stit-uili are assimilated 
9 

into liuiief systems prior to decisional actions and reactions. 

2.      The Political Component 

Research on the internal variables which relate to fOTtlgn policy has 

bce.i prolific.    However,  distinctions among variable areas arc often 

neglected.    For example, Haas (1965) refers to such domestic characteristics 

as type of governwait, degree of urbanization, economic development, popula- 

tion density, unemployment, deviant behavior, and taOBCtiO eocflict«    This 

"lunoirs together" of diverse phnooMUl blurs tlie differenced among the 

internal factors which   my be relevant for source or process analysis. 

The   ^ostulation of distinct causal and effectual levels prcnotes ymlytlOftX 

clarity.    The i.erging of political and societal variable clusters is also 

theoretically indefensible because it then becoi«s inpcssible  00 assess the 

relative determinative priority of the two levels of analysis. 

StM political component encompasses factors which are relevant to the 

political sector of a social system while societal variables, such as national 

culture and internal stubiliV, function at the    state"  or social systemic 

level of analysis.    Figure k illustrates the impact of three basic variable 

areas within the political component.    Formal institutional factors, linkage 

mechanisms or domestic pressures, and political system aggregate descriptor 

variables car all shape action at the political or group luvel of analysis. 

Source analysis is concerned with the determinants of action, including poll- .; 

tical factors and relevant variables from the other components.    Process 

■MHM 



analysic shires the focus of attention to external stiauli and their impact 

en tl.e variable areaj vrlthin the political couiponent.    For exanple,  do certain 

tyoes of stimuli ten-1, to increase the importance of public opinions" 

Formal ir,>titutionai factors refer to the constoUaülon of policy ifcroe- 

tUTM vlv.ch is official^ responsible for the proM'lgation and implenentation 

of foreign policy actions and reactions.    A conprehensive  list wouJd include 

the head nf tUte, ad hoc small groups, formal snail groups, cleliberative 

aRseBllie. and par:.:ar:enLs, military, treasury, econcmi":,  ar.O inbelligsnce 

bureaucracies, and internal  affairs units (Heraann, et al,.  1973, PP. c5- 

97).    nubsj diary realms of inoui ry concern fo-ial iu'-'lu^rces (such as a ceci- 

sion unit's con^tit^ional status in the foreign policy iytteil) r-^nfermai 

facicrs (includiug Lureaucratic politics phenoncn-i and ■» lal |,-.ychological 

•rtjctois such &s group decicion-i-.aking and ri■..!--taking). 

Although It bM been Miuatd ;:hat foreign rolloy hehavicr    in conbrast 

to UM doottftle policy proco«»i involves fever accora »xJ XM&* t. be 

restrictid to a f»U foreign poUcy tUto, treads ouch  ^3 the plurAUMfciOB 

of the policy process,  continuing structural .uffer-ntintion, and f, e InCMM- 

ing cinilavity tetvecn foreign and do;-stio policy dorains all suggest that 

a vmrlnty of decision units are invol^d in the processes ox fr-nulating and 

ii.:plßaßntLr,g foreign policies,    .he specification of tue  relative influance 

of dlH*iliaQ unitjj—both dir.caronically vrthjn systems and across systems-- 

thus emerges e.■  an important research ouastio.; Tdthin the  institutional domain 

of the political component.    The MM tendencies si'ggcsh tlu.t institutional 

interaction an:1 conflict can be Pignificant "aritblOh in the foreign policy 

decision pr'.cess. 

—*~*~~—^~*  -     ■ —■  mma       -■   ■ - '  ' 
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Variabies within the iistitutional complex highlight the foiml machinery 

for generating e.ctions and reactions.    A second variable are'i concerns unoffi- 

cial or "extrasystea'.c" factors which can affect foreign policy behavior. 

Public opinion—conceived broae'ly as a panoply of factors ranLing from mass 

moodr. and attitudes to media influences—may be viewed as a cluster of 

inputs which can influence policy outputs (Luttbej, V/I1', VO'  VIO). 

Figure '} presents a framework for the analysis of these input structures or 

linkage me chani sms. 

Extensive empirical data on public opinicnand foreign policy have been 

amassed (MixriMi 1972).    Uhilo simplistic sti'nulus-rospcnse models have 

been abandoned in the study of public opinion and public policy,  per- 

plexing theoretical issues await definitive resolution.    Kost r^s-archers 

nresent evidence which fails to confrort the critical questions concerning 

the actual infiusace of opinion inputs and the nature of decision-'naker 

perceptions of and attitudes toward public opinion.  '     Icrthernorc,  public 

opinion is often a response to elite cues and actions rjd event.n in the real 

world (Abravanel and Hughes,  1973, P-  U2; Campbell and Cain,  1965: Epstein, 

1965; Xats and Piret,  196':, p. 369: Peterson, 1971, p.  30j  Rod, 1965). 

A ^hird cluster within the political component consist- of. political 

system ■ggrtfKfcl descxipter variables.    These agri-egate variables refer to 

phenor^na which characterize the political system as a unit and vary over 

tine.    One specific example is the tlitt profile variable.    Changes in elite 

attributes, bases of recruitment, and prior experiences may be associated 

with variations in foreign policy outputs an4, prcoesees.    This variable area 

has not elicited systenatic attention fron researchers.    Agj:TCgat^ variables 

have often been conceotualized as static forces and would therefore be housed 

—"--—*————-  -       —— - — 
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within r ciassificatory .cheuie of states.    The policy-making institutional 

complex of a foreign policy system is a static structural variable whereas 

policy-making performance is a political systen aggregate descriptor 

variable.    Potent.al rate of change distinguishes ciassificatory dimensions 

from political component variables. 

3.      The Societal Component 

In his analyris of the three levels of "i^ges    which characterize 

xcsearch and theory on war andpeace, Ualtz (1959, PP-  Mi) P°ints out that 

tn^ny scholars have traced the source of external conflict to the internal 

structure and conditions of states.    So.ne of these factors-such as relativel;, 

enduring internal political arran^nts and varying political processes and 

performance levels-constitute state type and political compenent phenomena. 

Lut other 'internal variables" can bo catesori.ed within the societal 

couponent. 

One m** donmin within the societal component ii national culture, 

or a society's system of cognitive, affective, evaluative, ar.i  conative 

culture attitudes, beliefs,  and values.    These prcc.i.nositions provide the 

foundation for KON overtly political response, and opinions.    Relevant re- 

Mareh wnich focuses on the realm of foreign policy includes fertl {iW), 

who scrutinizes such below-the-surface politico-cultural restraints on «Mt 

German foreign policy as sense of trust anc identity.    Feierabend and Feiera 

(1969) consider the relationship between the levelof need achievenent and 

foreign conflict.    Subsuaed here also is research on religion and other 

r.Soect. Of culture which contribute to the politico-cultural climate or 

substructure. 

■MHkl ---■■■■■    -■ -- -'■mmmtimnämMammmi\m ^.. ..   . 
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Societul aggregate descriptor variables constitute the second variable 

r.reti.    tOOOMlC rates cay be especially si;?iificant U determinants of nationa, 

actions or reaction.    Tr-end data on inflation, unemployment, balance of pay- 

ments fluctuations, economic growth, and other economic indicators may exhibit 

Itronj ..olf.cionships with some foreign policy -ecisions.    Marxist and reo- 

Iterxisö intex-pretations t^Ottt the significance of private c-conomlc inter- 

est"; as causa^. 1'orces in American foreign polioy ha^e frequen*-1.'   ^*" »fttna. 

(Eley anrl iVtersen-  1973, P.  IÄ).    It It at»«  »•!**«* to consider iggM- 

gate economic trend data M pOMl^U  influences on foreign policy outputs 

ar.J. nacticns. 

Xhl third variable aroa vnLhin the socic-ncl comrono! '   li  iCxHftl struc- 

(nt-.    Ortttn« fjL9cv;  iW* »•  V&'Vfr) «rf^M a ewiWr-ptrtpbwry theory of 

rttitllte propagation and cringe which is bated on tba social structural 

variaole.    COBSU and okhtx aggregate data on statOi nwk dim^sio:.« can be 

coQüined to yield national social position profile »tivh can ibtu be rslated 

to foreign policy behavior.    To variatic.13 in BOCUl ft  uctaral he—;>rogeneity 

have any impact on foreign policies" 

r-.TOS.J.c confli-t is the final vr.viable area in the coci-tal component. 

A vp.ri. 'y or factors, ranging from rat.-s of modernization Via " ^banization 

t ) external ttn»Mai and fiasco-s, may be sources of societal unrest and 

conflict.    Btatlu social sliactural differentiations art by no means the 

only sources of interr.al conflict.    Xftonal tension may "srAll over''  into 

the sphere of foreign policy, especially if leaders intentxonally externalise 

hostility as a .-.-^onse to ir.Unal nolidari-y vcdLi-m (G^oC.  1^2, p.  5). 

ffal proposition that Intanal pMlbloM can be ' solved;   by r .-.ernalizing 

confl-.-ts hrc soK'.d gro'inding in scciolo-ical conflict theory and in anecdotal 

accounts of tlM fWtitp policy process,    Quantitative stuaies have been 

- - niatmitii         



conducted in an effort to determine the nature and magnitude of the linkage 

between donestio and foreign conflict behnvior (Rumrael, 1959> VJilkenfeld, 

ISfiZ}'    In striking contrast    to th'; ad hoc and MtWPVB empirical research 

in other arear: of the coxparative study of foreign policy behavior, this ruh- 

iield of inquiry has been explored extensively (McCowan and Shapiro,  1973» 

PP-   ^9-33). 

The societal component is one of five variable clusters.    An inspection 

of the variable r«c.lms -which have been delineated fo:: 1 his component-: suggests 

that societal factors rarely exert a direct impact.    A need for security as 

a societal value does not leari inexorably to Gr.ternal a££reEGivenc3S or var 

but functions §a part of the climate or context In vklch CteisiOE» are for- 

aulated,    A state in whi-h masses r.r:1. elites attach very low priority to 

security values can be expected to refrain irom "expansionism"  ualess the 

situational miiir.a, external stimuli, and/or th« globn.1. or re&iona.. poorer 

distribution create a perceived need for a policy of ug0randizsme.rt.    Con- 

versely,  states in \Jhich perconal and societal security values are ranked 

very high (Germany in the 1930's?) will not ip_so facto ■assunYi belli^oca 

fo^eign policy postures.    But the cnphacis on security values does foster 

a latent predisposition to engage in aggressive behaviors. 

k.      The Znfcurstatt Component 

The psychological, political, and rocietal corriponeüts are essentially 

internal in nature. They yield variable areas*which may be conceptualized 

as either independeiit or dependent within the respectivc contexts of source 

&rA process analyses. The remaining components are external in nature and 

-'dferi^ their variable areas from the realities which exist outsxoe—yet are 

perceived within—ths territorial boun'Jaries of sovereign r.tates.    With 

kM_- ■■■a «■trfi—-^"-■-■-—'-■ ■■— ■ 
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regard to the construction or the present framework, the two external com- 

ponents may be traced to the interstate and global levels of analysis 

(see Figure 1).    Moreover, the external components may also be conceptualized 

as independent and dependent variable clusters.    However, while the internal 

c-.jnponents are readily reversible within the causal chain, the external ones 

are somewhat less manipulatcble.    Indeed, a number of serious conceptual 

issues arise when the oostulated causal chain is totally reversed.    Juch 

issuer WIJLI be addresssd as they si'rface within the nprropriate analytical 

context. 

The external unvironment of states has long been of general concern 

to scholars of interstate politics and foreign policy.    In recei' • ysars, 

!-.he total exteinal envimnr.ient has rsceived a ^reat deal  .f anr.lytical atten- 

tion (Deutsch,  I966;. Rosenau,  1969,  1971); and withia the contearporary 

context of intortiete and global scarcity external environmental realities 

are receiving even more attention (Brown,  1971:; Eiiiici     nC TShrlictl,  1^7^). 

Those who have attempted to conceptualize t':.e sour-.c'S of foreign 

policy  (and interstate interaction) have idenLified a number of intui"- 

stf.te factors which r.iy be categorir.ed as semi-stntic or dyuanic inter- 

active -»-ealities.    In turn,  3ich realities may be conceptualise'l on the 

basis of diuensional character^ tics. 

Specifically, serai-stntic factors inoludt alliance i^mberdhips, or 

comraitraents  (Singer and Small,  19^9), Moc memberships (Zinnes,  19^6), 

and treaty or long term ''friendship'1 agreements  (Weede,  1970;  Brzezinski 

and Hantingtonj  19^3}«    A number of analystr ha-.i attempted to assess the 

impact of alliance commitments.    Perhaps surprisingly , the exist,i.ee of 

alliance comr.itmeats during the period from l3l5 to 191^ accounted for a 

MMM^MM 
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good der.L ol  xntorstate conflict b^hnvior (Stn.1!?^ arri Bi380r-   l^o; Clioucri . 

BOd Norbh, 196S).    In h-r study of the pre-'Iorld War I crisis, Zinnos notes 

hON states perceived to be outside a particular bloc are generally viewed as 

more threateniiig than bloc members  (Zinnes,  1966.  p. k%}.    ßueh perceptions 

Ought riadily function a£  r. source of external conflict betiavior.    Conversely, 

VJeede  (1970, p. 230) notes thi  stabili?ing effect of llLUtery treaties, and 

Uright (I96J1) notes hOM political "arrangements"  can exert  influence upon 

the prootsu of illirrMBIiit      MX such variables must tluia be laelocLJ   .'ithin 

the intarstate componGnb. 

LynamJ". interactive factor'-, include levels of mtoretate trad'j and 

irterstate trede agreements   (Chaduicli,  1969: Algei" and Brant,  I9:n'  ?.ui.^el, 

L9ü9)«    QpiM apart fro,.: economic ocracoural variables, wich will be housed 

•within our, p.lassificatory scheme of states,  trade levels and agrcsmerts 

refer to factOii: ..'hich may be expected to vary cvsr ti!v;2.    Hence, thtlr 

classificatiou as dynamic iateractive realities.    A.l lw. ailianceö  (Wr-ght, 

1961:) or pacts constitute additicnal intsractive factor:.. 

Perhaps the most important interactive reulities are those «hieb refci- 

to policy impute.    Zpdsrf,  tlierc are p-.uy analysts who believo that the actio; 

of ' oti'T1   states constitute  perhaps the only real source  ot  i:'traction. 

Vihile we «M b»eit?JXk i^o jUnbuO  fOliCJf inputs mix'i sucu explauative power 

prior to one application of our frameworl:, ve MKKLIA certainly concur 

t'.iat policy inouts oiv'.t bobe viewed a^ urn c* the most potent sources of 

foreign policy behavior, 

Research iclated to the impact of polic/ inputs lias boen prolific 

(Dehio,  19c:    Feierabend and Feierabend,  1^9: Phillips,  1971,  lv73).    While 

much vo.k. r.as focused upon levels of conflict cent and received, many 

_ -     -   ^^^^ ■ ■ "M 
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an, lysts have defined inputs troadly enough so as to include actions and 

interactions of all MtCffM  (Etzioni,  i960; Jensen, lyt'j), 

AS is imm;diate'.y evident, the natures of many of the seiui-static and 

dync.raic factcro suggest the involvement of certain values and goals. 

AUlfOM activities, for example, may signify a desire for cooperation, 

vhile conflict policy inputs obviously suggest hostility.    Accordingly, 

through the ooservation of interstate interactive realities,  it may be pos- 

siMe to u*bl«arln   tlitoM according to their overall aaturos.    Are inter- 

state foonoraic problems  (issues) more potent sources of foreign policy 

tteffi cultuvr.1 or territorial et-^l    Are highly ^ve^ocArs inputs More potent 

than more routiui^ed ones      Is a regional pact non 8<»mi suggc^^vc than 

a sup-a-regiouai one     These are o.^y a sampling of .lie quaibloai Which 

,dght <* answer-o through the conceptualisation of iateractive realities 

according to UAir overall natures- 

Those interested in conducting responsive process ..Aaiy.is face  some 

interesting p>obl--.s in/olving tie interstate oo.uponeut.     Biaee the occasion 

for decision is necessarily determined by an external stimuli, thero is some 

question as to how t'- interstate variarMes sho.lc: function.    Indeed,  since 

the exfr.raal stimuli must amount to a policy input into the J.a-sior-making 

cvstem ir  ..ues^io:, aynamic pol.oy input factor, are rendered inoperative 

duri-   thl condaut of responsive decision-making analyses,    m curally, «• 

define policy _aputs broadly enough to Inclaui policies of ail natures. 

Additionally, it is our intention to classify policy inouU  (and cutouts) 

vathrn a multi-::i^nslonal classifies tory ichtlft;.    £0 ordcx to conduct res- 

ponsive process analyses,  scholars «ould tnus extract a policy  (iapttt)  ftt* 

the rrhMi,  ..onceptualise it as an independent variable, and attest to 

rssess its impact ur.,on our array of (ce^ndent) process variables.    Ob- 

JMHMlHMMMianilMaaMiMkA 
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viously, the conduct of process analysis reciuires that other interstate 

realities  (and variable arecs) be regarded as important in so far as they 

ere perceived by decision-maters; indeed, the input itself must be perceived 

befce a resp'-.ise can be formulated.    As decision-maters for-iaulate their 

rtCfOnsc, they also perceive an array of global systemic factors, 

Summari.y, the interstete component is comp.'ised of interactive rr^lities 

vhich may be conceptualized as semi-static and dyiaruiC.    The factors them- 

selve- mt  also be «OMtptlAliMd accordihg to tneir ä:'r.onsj-o:j:ai character- 

istics. 

Interstate in-uaraccive reo.1.ities may bf- Cwncepti'"liL,9d as independent 

or dependent    Vörit-Mes.    na independent variables thoy ur9 hyporhcsired 

as sources of foxvigu policy behavior,  and as dependent vi-^iöbies they are 

nypothosired as the respontive result^ of exux-eme fc-eigu policy behavior. 

The conduct ot process analysis renders the dynamic policy input variable 

area inoperative in so far as the policy input is ccic^iiualiiei-1. *« an 

inde^eadent variahle  (extracted from a class if icatory f;-i-amfc of foioi.r;n 

policy events / see Figure 2_7). 

5.    T^e'-iaiot.i.l Googooottb 

Jujt as scholars have attempted to examine the role of interstate 

factors in the  study of forei ,a policy,  so too have they attemr.öed to assesc 

the impact of global systemic factors  (NBQOMUO and Shapiro,  1973,  pp.   1*1- 

179s Jones and Singer,  pp. 27-33; Nei/comb'j and Ne\Jcombe:, 197^,  pp.  2^-62). 

Extrrcted directly from foe global level of analysis, glooal systemic vari- 

abl" J general1:,  refer to the aggregate  socio-political and pb^aical realities 

which together constitute the global miifeu.    The facco::3 ue variables 

themselves mey be orj-ini^ed into four Mineral clusters. 

mmm —      - 
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Ths first cluster is comprised of those variables -which refer to the 

tttteAbotea of tiie global sysi.tm,  luch BJ alliance aggregation, 

power stratification, and systendc turbulence. 

Research    ^levant to systemic attributes is quite well developed. 

Luxfeely aue to the efforts of those associated with the Correlates of '.Jar 

rroject,  for exaraie, alliance aggregation has become a salient global vari- 

able.     Indeed, it has been posited that in the ninet enth century alliance 

aggrec^ti-i. functioied a^ a stabiiisias force within tba global systom, 

while  In the tiwentieth tbt level of aggregation exerted a destabilizing 

iroart  (Sin-j^r ana Srnl],  1968- OaftU and Sing?-,  LSM»9)*    The notion of 

systemic turbulence has also been exploisd (Rosc^iu,  1971,  pp<   l!-7-i.59» 

".'unenn,  19/?,).    Mhiu other variables have been OOPOtptttft} l<ed ho indicate 

jystetni.c turbulence, the level of global conflict reuaius as the aost im- 

portant intuiti/c  indicator. 

Power etraüification represents another global ^yot^mic attrirjute. 

Unlilx alliance aggregation and the  level of syscotruc t: tüuljncc, var-.aDles 

associated with the global stratificatio.i of p^Htr tare  sired a goou deal 

of controversy.    As notttf '.n the profe' ring of cop^cting conceptualizations 

such M bipolarity anri multipolarity,  scholar^ have found It &lffi<mlt to 

ar-.ess th» lnpt«st of power strat.'.flcation upon thl beha/ior of states  (see, 

for e:.?.upi.o, Deatr.ch and lieg«r«  l$6hi i*lt«,   I96*»i  P.osenorance,   1966). 

Neverthelosn, TC deem It essential to fjoaiäcx all of tbOM variables relat- 

ing to power distribution and stratification as potentially relevant 

The  second variable area or cluster is romp .used of factors  referring 

to a state'c status rank (and rank discrepancy) within the gleba"   system. 

Indeed,  status has bean conceptualized as an independent systemic variable 

giving rir-e to variations in econonic  (orade) behavior  (Reinton, .   1967), 

■fc—lllilHiiiM          .            mtMmm   ■■■■   ■-- .^  
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and diplomatic interactions  (Russett and Lamb,  1969).    In addition, the per- 

ception of status rank discrypancy has been conceptualized as a determinant 

of global violence (East, 1972t Wallace, 1973). 

Subsysterrdc phenomena constitute our third variable area.    The work 

or Bruce Russett is particularly relevant to the specification of this 

variable domain (1968a,  196.3b, 1968c,  1966).    To what extent is bthaviOV 

conditioned by recional or sub-systemic attributes'    Kow might regions and 

subsystems be accurrtoly identified      In what manner do subsystemic organi- 

zations and agreements impinge upon interaction?    These are only a few of 

the questions which our subsyst-aic cluster will attempt bo structure. 

Tlu? final variable area of the global component is comprised of "texturrl" 

variables  (Brecher, et al.,  1969).    Such variables refer to glcbal culture, 

"rules,    and norms—in so far as thoy may be found to enjoy an efficecious 

existence.    The roles of global organizations ?rd interstate  law are thus 

found within this final variable area. 

As   -fith all of the components, ths global componen. tnay--apd indeed 

shoulc—be utilized for the conduct o.' both source and process analyses. 

Houever, much like those external realities housed within the interstate 

component,  global factors are exceedingly perceptual in nature, ospecially 

during the making and implementing of foreign policy decisions.    Conse- 

qient^y, during the conduct of process analysis, foreign policy analyst- 

must be careful to regard external global variables as relevant in so far 

as th&y are perceived by decision-makers.    The conduct of source analysis, 

fortuaately, presents no incorrigible conceptual problems. 

■     - ■ - - ^...^i^.: .^^ -^ 
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Operationalizatinn remains as a task that must be confronted.    For some 

variables, such as domestic conflict, alliance activities, and public opinion 

data are readily available.    But for variables like decision-maker belief 

systems and national culture, data are both scarce and of varying quality. 

Existing source material, including media,  government tlocuments, and memoirs, 

can be content analyzed to yield belief system mans for foreijn policy offi- 

cials.    Hermann (1971'., p. 210), for exaqple, employs the U.S. Foreign 

Broadcast Information Service Daily Report in her study of ths impact of 

leader personality on forei-n policy behavior: llinham (1970, p.  h7)    relies 

on multiple reference sources,  including Vital Speeches, Department of State 

Bulletin, Documents on American Forpir,n Relations, Nei> York Ti,;.^, Con^ressiona 

Iscord, and testimony before GongreEsional committees. 

Data acquisition is not the sole deterrent to research progress.    Another 

problem is that not all crucial variables can be ccnverted into "hard 

data.''    The arbitrary exclusion of such factors v.-ould odiously truncate 

the range of po^siole generalizations about foreign policy behaviorl    Quan- 

titative scholars, for example, frequently assert that bureaucrat!- - olitics 

perspectives cannot be transformed into measurable phenomena, 

obviously, then, not all problems of operationalization a-i data collec- 

tion have been resolved satisfactorily.    At leaat some new data »ill have to 

be generated and existing collections   will   require revisions.    The specifi- 

cation of variable domains and the listing of variables within components is 

a vital but initial sta-e in inquiry.    Actual foreign policy process and 

source analyses cannot be attempted until operationalization strategies have 

been implemented for each of the five  components. 

ÜMMMÜÜiHii 
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B.     CLASSIFICMION OF STATES 

Critical to the construction of an overarching analytical fratsework is 

the äevelopment of a salient classificatory scheme of states.    'Ä. J.  Hummel 

has emphasized the importance of this endeavor: 

Groupin«? nations, objects,  individuell,  or cases by type is a 
basic step in describing phenomena and buildinig science.    The 
virtue of typing is that it enables parsimonious description 
of objects and facilitates reliable predictions about them 
based upon their tendency to group.    Classification is tht 
procecs of QVdtriag cases into groups that best represent 
certain empirically rürasured relations of continguity,  simi- 
larity,  or both (Quoted in Phillips and Hall,  1970, p. (.'}). 

While work on classifier-ion hrs been recognized as a ke:,   operation in the 

biological sciences for some ti-ne,  scholars of interscate politics and foreign 

policy have recently begun to recognize that classification which leaos to 

exnlanation is essential to the development of empirical theory (Kean and 

McGowan,  1973, p. 223),    Ths usefulness of the classificatory scheme lies 

in its ability to aid in the prediction of distinctions in the internal or 

external behavior of the polities classified  (Phillips eaA Hall,  1970, p.  Ci). 

Most classificftory work in political science hes focused upon the type 

of political structure  (see,  fc       .ample, Blondel,  1972;  Almoni and Powell, 

1966; iijphart,  1969; Dahl,   1970; Cuttight,  1963).      The ItgVM of stability 

of the political system har, also been a major cencf rn (Lipset,  1959: Curr, 

1970: Eckstein,  1962).      The level cf military capability, and the extent 

to which it strengthens a regime and affects decision-making, has   ^Iso been 

viewed as important  (Elondel,   19^2). 

Paralleling these efforts has been a sneond major thrust.    Emanating 

primarily from the literature of interstate  politics, this research has 

focusnd on the dc/elopment of empirically derived classificatory schemeü. 

These efforts,    rclyirg  heavily upon factor analyses of large sets of 

cross-national aggregate data, have demonstrated the importance of such 

■fitir      — L» —- 
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factors az size, economic development, and political structure as overarching 

classificatory variable clusters  (Hunmel,  1969,  1972; Russett,  lS6kt  196?; 

Sawyer,  196?-  Banks and Gregg,  1965). 

While classificatory schemes have begun to proliferate in the  literature 

of political science,  it is only recently that thai1- importance hos been 

recognized in the analysis of foreign policy.    Indeed, James N.  Rosenau's 

?re-theoretical scheme represents one of the few which explicitly deals with 

foreisn policy concerns  (1966).    Utilization of Rosenau's classificatory 

variables of size, economic development, and political accountability has 

been quite extensive  (llosenau and Hoggard,  197^;  Rosenau and Hamsey,  1975; 

Salmore   and. Hermann,  1969; Moore,  197^:  ; Salmore,  1972, East and fernann, 

1971!):  and while we have criticized them elsewhere  (AndrioL?, et al.,  1975), 

the Rosenau variables may be viewed as comprising a moet instructive 

classificatory foundation. 

Two methodological issues must be addressed in ccnnaclion with the type 

of classificatory scheme to be developed here.    First, we have already alluded 

to the important distinction between the structural attributes of a society, 

on the one hand, and its level of perforcance in various spheres, on the other. 

The level of performance,  or the degree to which the society U satisfying 

basic economic, political, and social needs,  has been incorporated into the 

component portion of tlie framework.    Structural characteristics, which per- 

tain primarily to the econcnic and political systta, will be viewed as por- 

tions of the scheue of states.    Another way of viewing this distinction is 

to contrast attributes which are relatively stable over Line  (structural) 

with fr-.tors which are subject to short run fluctuations (performance). 

A second issue pe-tains to the type of index likely to result from 

classificatory work of this sort.    The issue revolves around the relative 

  . >..^._- _■.... 
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utility of nominal versus interval coding, and -whether we will then obtain 

discrete as opposed to continuous measuias.    Implicit in the work of 

Rosenau,  as well as in the efforts of those who have utilized his eight- 

fold scheme,  is the notion + iftt the dichotoraization of classificatory fac- 

tors is «he most efficient way to deal with this problen.    The argument against 

this approach is that the dichotoraous distinctions are too gross, and that 

much useful information is lost as a consequence of their imposition. 

The strategy adopted in the present frooework is a di^ist outgrowth 

of the use of multiple indicators for the various elements of the classifi- 

catory scheme.    The logical extension of this sbratery is to develop a 

scheme based on continuous rather than discrete measures. 

The scheme below is premised on the assumption that the attributes of 

states which have r  direct bearing on foreign policy behavior may be derived 

from two major areas:     structure and power.    The structural dimension is 

further subdivided into two areas      governmental and ecüoraic. 

1.      Governmental Structure 

There is considerable agreement among scholars of comparative and 

interstate politics that type of political structure represents an impor- 

tant factor in differentiating among states.    In fact, this is perhaps the 

only factor emphasized both by those concerned with classifying domestic 

systems and by those concerned with classifying foreign policy systems. 

The most widely used distinction with regard to governmontal structure 

involves the extent to which the political system is open or closed (Farrell, 

1966; Rosenau,  1966).    In this regard,  it is important to kec.) in mind the 

very imoortant distinctions among the notions of democratization, political 

development,  and political stability.    Gillespie deals with this distinction 

as follows: 
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In raeasurins political development we look for such political 
inclicators as the size of the gcvernraental bureaucracy, the 
proportion of the coverntrental budget provided for administra- 
tive personnel, the number of govemnental agencies, the 
specialisation of tasks assigned to governmental employees, 
and so on.    In measuring democracy and democratization, such 
indicators as the degree of competitiveness in elections and  • 
in the legislature, the extent of suffrage, and the degree 
of censorship are used  (1971, pp.  376-77). 

Furthermore, as Lillespie again points out, while there is empirical 

evidence suggesting that stability is necessary for the maintenance of demo- 

cracy, it is not necessarily the case that there is a relationship between 

political stabilioy ar/i cenocracy (Gillespie,  1971, p.  377)« 

There has been considerable confusion in the literature over tta« sorts 

of distinctions drawn above, as well as over the closely related distinction 

between structure and performance.    Thus, Snow (197C), building upon tne 

work of Banks and Textor (1963), develops a scale or political development 

which incorporattü structural variables, such as the  representative character 

of the regime,  freedom of group opposition, type of political leadership, 

current electoral system, and freedom of ehe press, as well as performance 

variables,  such as govtrmarat stability,  stability of the party system, 

-d the current status of the legislature and executive.    Similarly, Gregg 

and Banks  (1969),  in their factor analysis of the Cross-Polity Purvey 

variables, isolate acceps--v;hich is a structural factor--and differentiation 

and consenGUS--which ^re clearly performance factors. 

The importance  of govern.lental structure as a factor in explaining 

foreign policy behavior brs  been demonstrated by several recent empirical 

studies.    The ^ork of Salmore   (1972), Salmore and Hermann  (19^9), l»«t and 

Hermann (197!i), Moow  {I77h), ^osenau and Iloggard  (l97li), Rosenau and Ramsey 

(1975), Feierabend and Feierabend  (19^9), and Phillips and Hall (1970) 

MM 1 
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has all attempted to assess the potency of political structure relative to 

other societal variables in explaining foreign policy heh( /ior.    It is our 

intention to build upon these efforts by supplementing the open versus 

closed distinction with a wide range of political structure variables.    These 

would include many of the variables already mentioned above, as well as such 

indicators as democratic succession, political competition, electoral parti- 

cipation, and political suppression (Flanigan and Fogelman,  1971). 

2.      Eccnomic Structure 

Both the theoretical and empirical literature in foreign policy analysis 

has identified economic structure-usually in the form of level of economic 

developrasnt—as a key factor in both source and process analysis.    The work 

of Rosenau (1966, 1967), Casanova (1966), mtU*n    (1969) and Butwell (1969) 

all attests to the implied impact of economic variables on foreign policy 

behavior.    In addition, empirical work by East (1973), feM and McGowan 

(1973), East and Hermann (197^), Salmore and Hermann (19-9), --nä Salmore 

(1972) identifies economic development M one of several structural factors 

in foreign policy analysis. 

It should be pointed out, however, that this literature has not been 

exceedingly careful in distinguishing between the structural and performance 

aspects of an economic factor.    In addition, there has been son:.; confusion 

over the concepts of economic development,  modernization, and national 

development in general.    Furthermore, much of the literature fails to deal 

with the. distinction between level of economic development as a question 

q4U apart from the notion of type of economic system, a mora politically 

related concept.    Finally, there is a la-k of consensus over the general 

question of what constitutes the most useful indicators of level of econo- 

mic development. 

MMtaB«     t . ^ ^.., _ 
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Concerning this latter point of identifying indicators of economic 

development, it is once again clear that a multiple indicator strategy- 

should be employed.    There is no need to summarize the extensive economic 

literature on this point  (see, for example, Adelraan and Morris,  19^7), 

except to point out that in this particular sptere we should experience 

little difficulty in developing precise operational indicators of our con- 

cepts.    Furtbermore, the existing aggregate data sets,  such as the Dir.:en- 

sionality of Nations    Project and the World Handbook,  contain extensive 

variable  listings. 

While it  is clear that economic develcpment exerts an important inrjact 

on foreign policy behavior, this influence is expected to be quite closely 

relied to the type of interaction in which the state is Inrolvtd.    It is 

important to differentiate between tho  state as actor in the global inter- 

state arena and ics position within its primary econcmic system.    It can 

be expected that differentials in level of economic development anvong 

members of a regio-ial subsystem will be far le.5S pronov.jced than they would 

be cross-nationally, and this will obviously account for imnortant uiffer- 

ences in interaction patterns.    It is quite likely that cross-national indicate., 

of ecor.-mic development loose much of their significance whrni ? ^plied cu a 

mare restricted regional basis, and vice versa. 

3.      Power Capability 

We employ the term power capability to signify the incorporation of 

thrte attributes which have traditionally been considered to be the primary 

determinants to inuerctate behavior.    This particular aspect    of the scheme 

must incornorate variables from three tr^jor areas-     size, military capability. 

M****'*^****M~—— —     - -  -    — ■»M/..».^.   ..■^,J.   .,....l *.-.-.-   ^.   .L.   .        J,. , 
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and resources base.    As Claude  (1962) points out, there has been considerable 

Lack or clarity in the literature concerning th« roles idiich each of these 

factors plays in tho foreign policy process.    Clearly, each concerns a 

different aspect of capability and power potential. 

Much of the literature of interstate     . politics and foreign policy 

refers to tbi fcty importanc;  of a single one of the three factors of size, 

niUtary caprbiiity, and resource base.    For example, the Rosenau scheme 

utilises bltti u£.uall-r cpeiationalizod as population, In combination «1th 

level of economic develipment and political accountability in order to claisifv 

foreign policy actors (Rosenau.  1956).    In en earlier paner (Andriole, 

ec al.,, 1975) «« i^.ieoted cxze In   ftwror  of military ^aphbiMty, arguing 

that theie «ft« oviarnce  of- a very stroug relatiunsLxp between ohe two 

lactors, and ^hat ultimately nititary cap-b.j.lty ^««««d to be more easily 

coMCcptualir.eu M being a part of the foreign policy p^octsa.    It  Is now 

clwar that tuove is enough evidence to support UM  UqpOftftava uf xadexing 

both factors.    Similarly, tho importance of NAUttrai bft«fl M a fftctflGT in 

foreign policy behavior must be emphasized (Sproot and Sprout,  197^/.    The 

evolution of the current energy criui« highlights tlia fact  bhet states that 

are relatively «tftk in terms of size and military capability, H«t which 

possess a «Itftl ratur^l r.-Jourc-,  can pity a avery prjfound role in th« 

intersttto arena. 

The position tal:?n here  La that th« ccmllna ion of the  thTM elotnents 

of pov;er outlined above will contribute to the dovelopnent of a very useful 

clas::ificatory schere.    With regaid to operatic'iliiiition.   It ftpptftTt as 

though a m'iltiplä L&diftfttor approach will again be necessary. 

T.c in important to raire a conceptual issue which particularly relevant 

to milio.ry capabil:Lt\ .    Much of the tu.pirical literronn.- dealing with pov/er 

mm ■ M^m -■■■ 
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and military capability ignores the notion that the majority of states 

have pu.ier dealings at both the global and regional le^e^c, and as a conse- 

quence must develop very different behavior patterns  (see,  for example, 

Wallace,  1973; Ferris, 1973; Kean and McCowan,  1^73).    The present scheme 

incorpoiates a dual ranking system in order to deal with thiis problem, 

similar to t'iai.  conceptualizjd with regard to the level of oconomic develop- 

ment. 

C.    CLA3SIFICATICN OF F05EIGII POLICY 

The importance which we have attached to the development of a salient 

cla^sificntory schene of states is again manifesteclTrith regard bo our 

pivotal unit of analysis—foreign policy behavior.    Indeec, uur frameworl: 

can.iot accommodate comparative analyses unless states £r_i f^rei^n policico 

are properly classified.    Unfortunabely, vji-y littlo !_as bee i ROOCvpllsbtd 

regarding the specification of "foreign pDlicy.'    Ar> n result,   it is neces- 

sary to precede  slowly, and successively address the issv.ss associated with 

the definition, conceptualization, and classification of foreign policy. 

1.      Dt.^inirg Foreign Policy 

Befo:-e  rttempting to c]assLy a Sieromena,  one  should strive to define 

it.    "'his suggestion is specifically aimed ct those who Lave yot to agree 

on the meaning of "foreign policy"  (Kertuann,  1971; ifeehan,  1971;   Morre, 

1971).    While many scholars have attempted to define their unit of analysis, 

few bivn done sc or the basis of a-.// common orii.^itati'/e or tnfc;-houological 

assumptions      Instead, they t;ave all too of ben defined fei-^ign p.ij.cy 

accorciag \,o ".   .   .  mental model /"'■•_7 Ot the ci.stinguishirig  features of 

state behavior .   .   .  or: the assumption that the classes defined represent 

———^-———       -- .        .  .—„^^»»^j^ih»^,.«—^^^^»__. 
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characteristics which cluster empirically"  (Kegley,  1973, p. 8).   Accordingly, 

foreign policies have been defined on the bases of region, design, resources, 

values, goals, orientations, and motivations, among others (Hermann,  1972; 

Kegley, 1973). 

Other scholars,  more attuned to the scope and method of contemporary 

social science, have  choosen to define foreign policy behavior as bohavior 

and as based solely upon 'action propertirvs'   (Hermann, 1972, p. 6l).    Such 

scholars hd\o moved away from simple intuitive labelling and toward defining 

foreign policy on the ba^is of more systematic observations. 

Definitions of fore.'gn policy based on action properties have been 

acceptod and refined by many social scientific foreign policy analysts. 

7jr our purposes,  foreign policy may thus be viewed as cgnästinf; of those 

rfficia?. actions  (and reactions) which    overeign states initiate  (or 

receive and subsequently react to) for the purpose  of altering or creatinp: 

a condition (or problem) outside their cerritoria 1 -s■jver.^'gn bounclarier-. 

Interestingly enough, many of those    who Vv« atterryLed to define foreign 

policy have proceeded from the premise that the analytical unit most logically 

constitutes a dependent variable (see,  for example, "cClelland, 1970; 

Burgess, 1970; Rosenau, et al., 1973; K-gley,  i.973,  pp.   '.-")■   Vile it 

is true that foreign poiic^ nay be conceptualized as "output" or external 

behavior--and as a dependent variable,  it is also true that it may be analy- 

tically conceptualized as an input and as an independent variable  (Andriole, 

197^, pp. 272-286).    Indeed, in order to conceptualise the entire scope of 

foreign policy analysis it is necessary to conceptualize fonigQ policy as 

both a dependent and independent variable in an effort to facilitate the con- 

duct of loth source  and process (decicion-makinc;)  analyses. 
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2.     Conceptualizinc; Foreign Pclicy 

Social scientific foreign policy andlysts are interested in explaining 

and predicting foreign policy behavior; and, iiore importarcly. are committed 

to doing so in a reliable (empirically verifiable) and useful (policy rele- 

vant) manner. Hence, the necessity for accurate and operationalizable con- 

ceptualisations . 

Since our definition of foreign policy is based upon action proparties, 

the teru cT "action" must occupy our attention.    Accordingly, V Relieve that th 

term 'event" may be posited as a conceptual equivalent of the J^rm "action." 

VMli a large number of foreign policy analysts have recently emr.loyed the term, 

it, has selrom beon handled abstractly or as a concept constructed and specified 

pric- to operationalization and data assembly.    As an abstract concept,  then, 

events have been portrayed as objectively differentiated portions of reality 

(Rikir,  1957): 

.   .  . although reality is continuous, human perception is not.    For a^ 
variety of reasons ve are unable to comprehend the whule of this corUnu- 
ous reality.    For one reason, we are tenporarUy ana spatially inside it ■ 

.  . and thus «• led: an external perspective.    For another, more imme- 
diate reason, we cannot comprehend because of the complexity of detail 
that confronts us . . . «..«a «* 

Faced with the complexity of continuous reality,  huraans understand K 
by brpaking it up into pieces.    Although a continuous reality cannot, by 
definition,  consist of discrete motions and actions, we imagine starts 
and iiop«.    What lios between the starts and stops we call e. :nts.    Events 
are motion and action separated oat Of the continuous reality by the ver- 
bal imposition of boundaries (pp.  50-59). 

•Faced with the complexity of continuous realtiy,'  foreign policy analysts must 

thus break it up into pieces-or eventc-'/hich mght be more manageably scrutini: 

In order to so scrutinize reality,  it  is prudent to assume that all events 

are comprised of a number of qualitative and ^uantiative attributes which com- 

bine to determine their overall nrtures.     Such attributes nay be viewed as 

clustered around six abstract universal dimensions which may be 

******     --    - 
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characterized as  (1) spatial;   (2) temporal;   (3) relational;   {h) situational; 

(5) substantial;  ana (€) behavioral (Audriole,  197^t, p.   132).    The spatial 

dimension refers to the particular area in which the event is occurrinc.    In 

the study of i'ureign policy the spatial dimension refers to the particular 

goograpiiical area in vrhich states act and interact.    The temporal dimension 

obviously refers to the time period in which an event (or cories of events) 

is occurring or has occurred.    The relational cimensicn yields attributes 

■which rei'^j.- to the 3v->nL'p partir.ipai'.ts.    Attributes from this dimension 

consisl. uf ths number of pflrties involved in the event M woll es to their 

hierarchical  order.    In the stviy of foreign policy,  relc-tioaal aLbribu-'.es 

■Sf be conceptualized with refersne?" to geographical prc^mity ftu ■.ell as 

üO ['he actual nuabfir of "actors" involved in the pveut.    . arh ^tt.ibutes 

may be depicted as monadic_,  dyadic. Of \,ri.adic.    Situational attributes 

refer to thu  optiation^l context within which * AtCiftiOd must "le made. 

Moreover, they are extremely perceptual in nature.    "Bo* much tittJ ha^i I 

got'.'1   dedision-mA'-jrs ruten as'.:,  "and h'..w sf.rlou.s is tl.tl?"    "'■bre r.vi= prepared 

for this feventj/, or did it take us by surprise""    The answers to buch ques- 

tions are t^bsurr.ed w!thin the situatioaal dimension.    The substantial dimen- 

sion, .like all of tb« dimensions, is related to those above an   below it on 

tin diner;sionaü   lr. lier.    Dare tue relevant attributes refer to the issue- 

specific content of the event.    To it an economic mattei*      A political one? 

An essentially "diplomatic"  one?    Or.,  perhaps, a military-security one? 

obviously, before scholars en engage in the analyses of events, the attri- 

butes arising from this dimension mart be spar:i.'ied.    The  i'in.il dimension, 

the behavioral,  giv^s lisc to attributes relating to behavioral .L^r.-'cte'ris- 

t-ics aua   aiay be  ^onceptuaÜL'ed along a ccoperative-conf lictual coirtinuum 

where beliavioral attributes might be identified. 

.MM. ——■—.-.^^   
- ■   ■  m*. ■'■   ;  
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Foreign policy events may thus te recarded as comprise^! of six abstract 

urive.raal dimftnsions upon vhich more concrete attributes ray be located. 

Ir-cerestingly, whilfe foreign policy analysts have failed to construct a 

mutually exclvjive, multi-dirensional classificatory scheme of events based 

upo;. tliö exhaustive—and anecedent--delineation of abstrr.ct dimensions, 

they have implicitly employed some of the dinen^ions to "cede" forsign policy 

events.    Anal/s^n  such M Chr.rles A. McClelland and   {cbert A. Young (1969), 

Edvaru Asu (1971)..   P'dolph j.  ftaml (1972), and Ch^r'.es F. Kerraaun, 

Stephen A. Salmore, hauriee A. East, and Linc'a P. Brady  (19^1) have atterapted 

to eouftmet -lefinitional nnd    ad hoc'' classificatory schcries (Burgess and 

Lawton, 1972),    Unfortunately,  however, many such pirneei.:  have felled to 

ju-o^eed from relatively abstract vantage points.    Accordi; .,jly, MU —e Rutneel 

".oö'id behavioral events, he failed to speciiy them oa the basis of the sub- 

stantial and siLuational dirensionn; where ücCüelland and Touag coded events 

according to the behavioral and spatial ('conflic: arer-   )  dlman?ijns. they 

too ignored important rvbstantial and situatioaal ittrJi/Ufte«; and '..aere Hermann 

Salmore, East, and Brady are presently cooing events on the basis of many 

dimensions, thsy are not coding on the basis of an explicit spatial dimension 

15 
and hav- violated- SOT? very basic temporal asLunptions. 

At thil stage  in our r:-search ve are attempting oo atises3 tlie feasibility 

(and dssiratiliiv) of codirg foreign policy evants on the basis of ail six 

abstract dimensions.    Thus f.-.r, we havo idertified a large number of dimen- 

sional attributes vihich aie discussed be lea/. 

Spatial dinenrional attributes ray thus be listed as  followir    (l) Africa; 

(2) Fast MelVterranean;  (5) Lastern Europe;   (U) North-Central AF.I^-  (5) East 

Asia;  (6) South Aaia;  (7) "north America:   (3) Central Arnsrica-,  (9) Louth 

Amei-ica;  and  (10) Vie stern Europe. 

^HtHM 
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The relational dimension is comrpised of attributes referring to the rela- 

'••■'.ve position of ttM eiititics in actioa or interaction.    This diaiension 

aasuoes the noed for not only locating the general (spatial) area in which the 

action and/or interaction is occurring, but for locating the more specific 

action/interdction arena as well.    From tue policy-maker's point of view, 

such a distiucoion is logical in so far as foreign policy l.phavior (that is, 

source /"general determinative_7 and process /"decision-making^ behavior) 

is affected by the relative positions of f.ie involved parties, and, from the 

analyst's point of view,  the distinction supports the •MMptiOQ that states 

way bo explored to act differently depending on whers they are  situated in 

relation to the other acting party (or, parties).    S-pecifically.  the relational 

attributes refer to a nrviber of broad categories iigai&iug wheth?r the 

parties in action and interaction are in remote or pro:;iuate relative posi- 

tions and tj the number of event participants. 

The situational dii.iension has recently received a ^reat deal of ctten- 

tior. (Paige, 1968:  Hernann, 19SS: Hernar.n, et al.,  197.';:  Biady,  l^1:). 

Hence its specification has teen made proportionately easier.    Since nearly 

all situational analyses of foreign policy behf.vior hav^ implicitly or 

explicitly relied upon the work of Hernann (1369), the constru. tion of the 

present sebMI will also (cumulatively^ build upon his understanding of 

situ.:tional variables.    EEsentially, Hermann suggested that foreign policy 

events may be categorii'ed along three situational—or contextual—continuua: 

decision titre, awareness, and threat.    Along the individual continuum, 

Hermann placed short or extended decision tire, anticipation or surprise 

with regard to awareness, and high or low threat.    As is iramedjatcly obvious, 

such variables should not and canrot be ignored by either the decision- 

maker or the" en^.lyst. 

"-"—^~-"' ^—"•      ...   ,,„ 



The substantial dimu.iSion has also received a ^ood deal of attention 

(Hoscnau, 1966; Brecher,  at al.,  1969; Lentnar, 197 :;  S'iaplro and O'Leary, 

Wfk),    The present scheme regards the follo\7ing (substantial)  issue areas 

(attributes) M iraportnn-c from both the policy-makex-'s and analyst's points 

of Via»;     (1) military;   (2) economic;  (3) te-ritorial;   (4) scientific; 

(5) cultural; (6) orrranizational and (7) lejjal. 

The final d? mansion is perhaps the most dependent of the six and there- 

fore the eeriest tc rv-.ncjptualize.    Specifically, the l-havioral dimension 

is comprised of attributes referring to the level of conflict or coopera- 

tion uhicb ch-'racterizen the s^rega'-.e event,    ^gain,  car.y analysts have 

atterapbed to so characterize for-sipn policy events.  Charles A.  M'-rielMnd, 

for example, conceptuali rod tventy-t-.TO varieties of conflict ard coopera- 

tion,  including such categories as    yield."  "promise,''   "propose,    "pretest," 

denand,"    stlzt,'   and ''fc-cc''   (McClelland and JToung,   1S^9). 

All of the above dinensicnal attributes have bv,en    ..entifieci v/ith an 

eye toward operatroanlination.    Lideod, their idMBtiflcatlau d the bisis of 

abstract universal dimensions has assured us that operatioualir.atioi •will 

not be nreuaturely attempted.    Fortunately, there are a number of useful 

data Gets available; snd irhils it may be necessary to re-cede .-..  Large number 

ox' events according to some misning dlnensions  (and/cr attributes), the 

existing aata Rtta constitute a solid empirical base  from vhich \ie might 

17 proceed.   ' 

V,    CGnCLUSICR 

Ue have obvior.sly attempted to address a set of complex analytical problem., 

in an ambitiour manner:   indeed,   it may -/ell be that  in att- npting to recolve a 

■MMt .-* ^^-^    
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few conceptual issues we have succeeded in   raising   a whole host of new and 

incorrigible ones.    Nevertheless, vre are convinced that the procedures 

associated with the deliner.tion of a functional scope of   inquiry and the 

construction of a related analytical framework constitute a üound strategy 

tarard the production and cunulation of reliable foreign policy knowledge. 

Having descended directly fron the delineatec'! scope  of linquiry, the 

fnunwork itself is de signed to fulfill two purposes.    First, it is designed 

to frnctijn as an .,:4. -ell?, under which B mass of heretofore disjointed re- 

search right be coorciir.-" ted.    Our discussions of cotrponents and classifi- 

catory sehe"'.?? have — If nothiSG else—succeeded in interrelating a great many 

seemingly unrc-L-ted pieces  of research. 

Second, the fnunwork is desi.-ned to function as an ugenda for the 

genera^J.on of new research,    iiore to the point, it Li oar hope that through 

the application uf such a fraraeworh the analysis of foreign policy behavior 

iiiight becore a HON systematic and fruitful entemr.'.se.     Ilatur;:'IIj, tft are 

not proftirrlng tbi construct as a finished entity.    To  Lhe contrary, we have 

e::?osed the framework for the purpose of onenin: the process of its evolu- 

tion. 

*ai-aBk__MIMaa_MMMMaBM. i Mlnaiiui i 
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FIGURE 1 

COMPREHENSIVE FOREIGN POLICY ANALYSIS 

Causal Levels Efiectual Levies 

1. Individual 

2. Group 

3. Composite Group (State) 

•+. Inter- and/or Mult ist ate 

5. Global Systemic 

Individual 

Group 

Composite Group  (State) 

Inter- and/or Multistate 

Global Systemic 

Independent Variables Dependent Variables 

1. 

2. 

3. 

h. 

5. 
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NOTES 

interestingly enough, Rosenau goes on to state that the comparative 

study of foreign policy may not represent a tona fide field of inquiry, 

and believes that "it would mate matters much easier if a separate field 

could not be delineated ..."  (1963,  p.  310).    Me disagree with both of 

Rosenau's assessments and vigorously postulate the necessity and feasibility 

of identiiying a field and functional scops of inquiry. 
2 
Those who have addressed the problem include Edwards (1969;),' Coplin 

(1971), Ler.tr.er (197^ ), and ArdrioLe  {197km), 

"^Je prefer the term "framework"  over references to the con?fraction of 

"models" in so far as the latter term signifies a much more sophisticated 

ant-ly-LiJii construct.    Indeed, the inductiv.; construction of analytical 

frameworics thoulu precede efforts to more formally structurp rsali :y.    To 

the extent that the study of "   -«ign policy has not yet Jlimbtjd apoa ta 

enlightened plateau, our ei±...^ will thus concentrate on the erection of 

an analytical framework. 
k  , 
Within the caudal chain, then,  intervening variables logically and 

literally intervene between the independent and dependent vari.Mes.    They 

serve to modify tho causality of the  question at hard.    Moreover.»  since they 

are resigned to portray a significant aspect of reality, they are very often 

viewed as integral to the construction of good theory.    See Pruitt and 

Snycsr (1969, pp.  1-2) and Kerlinger  (196^, pp.  31-50).    Thus,  if inter- 

vening variables w^re excluded, explanations of poUtical events would 

necessarily be incomplete.    Uhen left unaccounted for, the-exbl-i.itior- 

and/or knowle ige produced are often meaningless to the extent that thej  are 

not comprehensive.    For example,  scholars TJho fail to conceptualize inter- 

mmaamu ^■^-i^^.,-^.^......^..^..-^. —....  ....  .._ . „„»^MjjMe_,J^M^-. ........ _   . . ■■■ ■■   "■■--"■ - -■*-■     - 
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vening variables might produce propositions referring to how states (in 

general) generally conduct foreign policy.    Obviously, to a foreign policy 

decision-maker such knowledge would be laiearünsless. His need would be for 

propositions referring to how certain states wc uld be likely to conduct 

forei-n policy in certain situations.    In order to produce comprehensive and 

generalizable propositions foreign policy analysts must thus mediate the 

relationship between determinants and action by conceptualizing an inter- 

vening variable cluster comprised of types of states., 

Elsewhere we have constructed an analytical framework designed for the 

conduct of source analysis.    While many of the analytical asaumptions 

guiding the construction of that framework have enabled UG to coi?f.trunb the 

present framework, the   earlier framework cannot accotwdata the conduct of both 

source and process analyses.    See Andriole, Wilkenfeid, and Hopple (1975). 

^ach ox' the components will be described bo low.    Space  limitations 

preclude extensive discussions about each variable tirea; relevant details 

about the components and the framework under construct" on are provided in 

various interstate Behavior Analysis Project research re-ports.    Se* Andriole 

(1975a., 19Y5b), Wilteifeld (1975), Hopple (1975a, 1975b, 197^, 197^), and 

Andriol-, Wilkenfeld, and Hopple   (1975). 

7For example, a critic couli charge that data on belief systems and 

perceptions of decision-makers are relevant as reflections of political com- 

ponent phenomena (sucn as the norms of a small ad hoc decisional unit), 

interstate influences  (decision-maker perceptions as reactions tc  stimulus in- 

puts from another polity), ar.l/or syctemic stimuli  (exemplified by the re- 

search of H/.-:em /~1972a, bj, who hypothesizes that elite perceptions are 

a function of the national actor's position in the international system). 

In any of these or cthsr comparable cases, a decision-maker's perceptions and 
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beliefs would nob be ganuin&iy inrlependent variables.   Whilo Gabermesch 

(19?2; offers a strungly sociological interpretation of -he perceptual pro- 

ess and maintains that society is an objective reality (from which—he 

admits—indivlauals may select and interpret aspects), iustances of selective 

avid differeutiial perception are too frequent to warrant vholehearted accep- 

tance o: Gat.-nr^sch's perspsctive.    Intra-individual variables caraot be 

arb-i t L-ar.ily exc3 uded. 

Altbeagh it u;.?.y oe useful to mea?ure the belie.p totems of subtl^-^s 

and lower officials (to generate modal be lief-value map}.' for foreign policy 

böreaucracUs), »ont of the data collection   effort wj.il coweentrate on the 

head of state, the chief foreign policy official, ar.a anj other scfejvc foreign 

jpoljcy elite paiuicipantö. 

^Obvjously.- tbe belief system processing phase my generabt a decision 

which is isoaioxphi-c with "objective reality."    Furthermore- öe.:i3ion-makers 

vö.ry across the range of such variables as psycho|.ogicfet rigidity- doftuabisra, 

and   'itcperaeabHity" avü this affects the propeubity tor coast' :in& "reality" 

in an "objective" fashion; Holsti (1962,  19^7), describen the rigid belief 

system of one foreign policy official.    Luring tha implementation phase, 

feedback can indicate the extent to which the belief systeru has misintoi-preted 

reality.    Bab feedback sifeaals my he, micconstruad or ignored. 

-0?igure s represents a comprehensive framework for analyzing the nexus 

between opinion inpu-cs und policy outputs.    I'or fore.'-p.'. policy source or 

process analysis, the primary concern is with the policy process auc  system 

output phases.    iChc other stages,  such as source- of belief c-x^i components, 

are obviou&'iy more remote.    The framework itself i£ disnussad In dotail in 

HopplO   (19Y52). 1 Reproduced Urm 
best available  copy. 
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ll. Excellent critiques of the existing literature are presented in Rosenau 

'196I; ro.  10-15) and Cohen (1973,  ;; 8-18). 

12As will beootuD clearer when we develop the classificatory scheme of 

foreign poli-y events, üuring the conduct of both source and process analysis 

tlie  ;'Ype nf event becomes an extremely important comparative 

consideration.    Thus, policy inputs (events received) need to be specified 

according to thnir characteristics (type) just as policy outputs need to be 

so specixicd. 

•^Tt is oonceivabie that an instrumental dimension—referring to the 

,:hov»" in thd "who does what to whom ,   ,   ." ssqueacfl—mighö be added.    On 

th? other hand, instrumental attributes are iraplicitly sansumed *>thin ths 

L-.?f.o7ioral and substantial dimensions.    Indeed, Corson and McGi-wa« have drswn 

a   .hiu lit'O between issue-area and "resource area" and "media ox riction" 

respectively  (Biugess nnd Lawton, 1972).    ConseqaenUy,, it ifi possxble— 

ad in the interests of parsimony--to avoid the adl.dit5.oi: of yet another 

dimonsxon.    Thie, of coiirse, is not to iasply xmav. the  .uitTun-ent^l dimension 

has or will be arbitrarily Tgnoi«d.    As data if brought over closer to Dear, 

all conce-ptualiaafiCh'is wUl "oe scrutiuizad with reference to ''pieces"  of the 

"real vvorld " 

Wc fcave aseum^d that claasxfication results from an essencially induc- 

tive procedure iiecessaril^ based upon trie processes of definition and con- 

ceptuaUzr-tion,    We are thus explicitly antagonistic boward those who would 

classify phenomena from existing data without regard to prior definition or 

conceptualization,    Moreover, throughout ou^  discussions of classificatory 

scheaes  (of states and events) we have consciously distinguishe''. oetween 

classillcatory stheass and t^ologl&s.    TUue^ where typologi^^J are able to 

Reproduced  from 
best available  copy. 
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Study of Foreign Policy Behavior.    Issues, Strategies, and Problems of 
Operationalization." 

3. Gerald W. Hopple,  "Internal Political Variables and the Comparative Study 
of Foreign Policy:     k Framework for Research and Analysis." 

k.      Gerald W. Hopple,  "The Societal Component and the Comparative Study of 
Foreign Policy." 

5. Stephen J. Andriole, 'Interstate Realities and the Conduct of Foreign 
Policy." 

6. Stephen J. Andri le, "Global Systemic Variables and the Comparative 
Study of Foreign Policy." 

7. Jonathan Wilkenfeld, "Comparative Foreign Policy:    A Typology of States," 
to be presented at the Southwestern Political Science Associate on,. Annual 
Meetings, San Antonio, Texas, March 26-29, 1975. 

8. Stephen J. Andriole, "Conceptualizing the Dimensions of Interstate 
Behavior," to be presented at the Southwestern Political Science Asso- 
ciation Annual Meeting,    San Antonio, Texas, March 26-29,  1975. 

9. Stephen J. Andriole, Jonathan Wilkenfeld, Gerald W. Hopple,  "The Sources ^ 
and Processes of Foreign Policy Behavior:    A Panoramic Conceptualization," 
presented at the International Studies Association, Annual Meeting, 
Washington, D.C., February 19-22,  1975. 

Working Papers: 

1. Stephen J. Andriole, "International Behavior Analysis and the Perennial 
Problems of Political Inquiry." 

2. Gerald W. Hopple,  "The Psychological Component and the Comparative Study 
of Foreign Policy:    The  'Relative Irrelevance'   of Two Types of Sources." 

3. Stephen J. Andriole, "The Definition, Conceptualization, and Classification 
of Fo-.-eign Policy:    Pacifying a Few Exasperating Analytical Issues." 
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VII.    REPORT SUMMARY 

A.    TECHNICAL PROBLEMS 

The International Behavior Analysis  (IBA) Project has oeen conceived 
as 'a long range research project designed to provide explanative and predic- 
tive insight into the actions and interactions of nations.    More specifically, 
the project has been designed   to explain and predict how, when, and why 
certain nations are likely to act in response to certain sets of internal 
(domestic) and external (foreign) stimuli. 

Since a whole host of analysts have attempted to explain and predict 
international behavior with little or no real success,  it was decided early 
in the conceptual stage of the IBA Project that an overarching analytical 
framework be construcxad.    Such construction was posited as necessary to the 
organization and integration of the seemingly endless number of factors to 
be considered in the analysis of international behavior.    Additionally, 
framework construction was posited as a device for the organization of 
research activities.    PART I of this report  (especially sections III and 
IV) has already expounded upon these notions. 

Accordingly,   the construction and specification of an overarching 
analytical framework has been retained as the initial and primary task 
of the IBA Pro ect, and the one with which the principal investigators 
have been involved under the terms of the present contract (see PART II, 
section IV). 

3.     GENERAL METHODOLOGY 

Thus far, the principal investigators have been concerned with inte- 
grating as much of the orofessional literature as possible under a single 
analytical umbrella.    The "methodology" has thus been very basic;  indeed, 
the principal investigators have strongly posited the necessity of defini- 
jng and conceptualizing the phenomena in question before attempting to 
design sophisticated methodological strategies for the phenomena's expli- 
cation (see below,  section VII-D).    We have, hov/ever, been cognizant of 
potential problems involved in the operationalization of portions of the 
framework, and, indeed, view operationalizability as a criteria which must 
be met by frameworks  of this sorb. 

C.    TECHNICAL RESULTS 

Five  source variable components  (collection of factors relevant to 
international behavior)  have been identified and specified:     (1) psycho- 
logical;   (2) political;   (3)  societal;   (U)  interstate;  and (5) g^l- 
systemic  (see PART I,   section IV-A).    They represent collections of fac- 
tors, or variables, which might give rise to certain types of international 
behavior; that is, they might function as the sources , of international be- 
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havior.    The sane components have been identified for the conduct of decision- 
making or process analysis.    Since nations must respond to certain (internal 
and/or external) stimuli by deciding precisely what to c.o, decision-making 
behavior and analysis may be viewed as distinct from the analysis of the 
behavior and/or conditions which occasion decision-making.    Such (decision- 
raaking) behavior occurs when a nation initiates an external action and when 
a nation must respond to the action of another nation.    Distinctions may thus 
be drawn among the factors or conditions which lead a nation to act, the 
processes of initiative decision-making, and the processes of responsive 
decision-making.    Logically, then, such distinctions point to three separate 
instances of analysis, or, to the analysis of international action, reaction, 
and interaction. 

In addition to the identification and specification of five source- 
process componerts, the principal investigators have developed two classi- 
ficatory schemes.    The first is designed to capture the differences which 
exist among nations.    More specifically, it provides for the classification 
of nations on the bases of three general dimensions:    (l) governmental 
structure,  (2) economic structure, and (3) power capabilties..   The second 
scheme is designed to capture the differences which exist among international 
actions, which are classified on the bases of spatial, temporal, relational, 
situational, substantial, and behavioral dimensions (see PART I, sections 
IV-B and C). 

The source-process variable components and the classificatory schemes 
of nations and actions were developed to facilitate the analysis of how, 
why and when certain nations are likely to act, react, and interact within 
the context of certain actions.    In other words, the research which is to 
follow the construction of the overarching analytical framework will be 
explicitly comparative. 

D.    IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The remaining months of this contract year will find the principal 
investigators involved with the delineation of the actual variables which 
are to comprise the five components.   Additionally, the two classificatory 
schemes will be polished; and all of the work will be conducted with an 
eye toward the second and third stages (years) of the IBA Project.    These 
stages appear below and correspond to roughly one year of work each. 

Primary and Subsidiary Tasks of Year 2; 

Operationalination 

(1) Operationalized definitions assigned to variable    components, and to 
the classificatory schemes of nations and actions. 

(2) Assembly of previously collected data. 

(3) Data Collection. 
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(k)    Design and Testing of data handling computer programs. 

Primary and Subsidiary Tasks of Year 3t 

Analysis 

(1) Cross-national hypothesis testing 

(2) Case-study hypothesis testing 

(3) Dissemination of results 
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